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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Introduction

Introduction

In 2012/13 Arup was engaged by Plymouth

City Council (PCC) to assess the feasibility of

reopening Plymouth Airport (PLH) for

commercial operations.

A number of options were considered from

opening as an unlicensed general aviation

airport through to a fully operable and

licensed commercial airport serving

commercial airline passenger traffic.

As part of its 2012/13 review Arup prepared

order of magnitude capital investment

assessments for these options. In order to

inform the build up of costs Arup undertook a

preliminary site visit to the airport.

Since Arup delivered its reports a number of

interested parties have prepared reports/

analysis, some in support of safeguarding

the airport for future aviation use, others to

counter this argument calling for the land to

be given over to other uses.

Various proposals have been prepared by

third parties for the future reopening of the

airport; from operation as an unlicensed

general aviation (GA) through to a fully

licensed aerodrome serving commercial

passenger services.

Our assessment focuses on the works

required for potential opening of the airport

as follows:

• Unlicensed general aviation airport 

based on visual operations only.  

• Licensed general aviation airport to 

include precision instrumentation. 

• Commercial airport - with terminal and 

office rehabilitation. 

For facilities, not essential to the above

options we only provide an overview of our

condition review with some suggested

refurbishment/ rehabilitation works.

We do not provide costs for these as the

works are optional and will ultimately depend

on the elected use by the operator and

should be captured in their business plan.

In order to refine the likely investment costs

Arup has subsequently been commissioned

by PCC to revisit the airport to assess the

current condition with a view to:

• Updating Arup’s previous capital 

investment assessments (our 

understanding is that this is for PCC

internal use to compare with the various 

other estimates available by a number of 

groups and not for public consumption). 

• Providing an estimate of the current asset 

condition of facilities not essential for the 

operation of the airport. 

This report is presented in the following

format:

• Overview of key findings and observations 

from the site visit. These are supported 

with photographic evidence, where 

possible. 

• Assessment of scope of works and 

recommended rehabilitation works for re-

opening of facilities under various 

scenarios.

• Estimated range of capital investment 

costs.
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Context and Background

Context

Plymouth Airport became operational in

around 1930 for commercial operations. The

airport had two operational runways – RWY

13/31 and RWY 06/24.

The main runway was RWY. 13/31 with a

take off run available (TORA) of 1,108m and

1,101 respectively.

In 2009 RWY 06/24 was closed as a runway

but continued to be used as a taxiway feeder

for the commercial and GA aircraft parking

aprons. Part of the land for this runway was

sold off prior to its closure.

The land at the 06 end of this runway has

now been developed with residential

properties; the runway is no longer suitable

for aircraft take-off or landing operations.

The available runway length and load

bearing strength of RWY 13/31 restricts the

airport to maximum 50 seat commercial

aircraft (typically turbo-prop), GA and small

private jets.

For the purposes of the condition

assessment it is assumed any future

potential commercial operations would not

exceed this design criteria.

RWY 31 approach was equipped with ILS

CAT I capability. It is assumed for a non-

licensed GA only airport there would be no

need to re-commission the ILS system.

However, in the event the airport becomes

licensed and is used for training and/ or

commercial passenger operations it is

assumed the ILS would need to be

reinstated, at least on the RWY 31.

It is assumed no ILS will be required on the

RWY 13 end of the runway.

The RWY 31 end also has an approach

lighting system, however, we were unable

view the condition of the approach lights and

hence this is not included in costs.
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Basis of Assessment

Basis of Condition Assessment

Arup was able to visit Plymouth Airport on

Monday 16th January 2017 and undertake a

visual inspection of the airport facilities,

including:

A. Control Tower (ATCT) and base building.

B. Terminal building and associated office

block.

C. Hangar and GA apron.

D. RFFS building and hangar.

E. Aviation fuel farm.

F. Disused commercial passenger apron.

G. Runway 13/31 pavement/ lighting.

H. Runway 06/24 pavement/ lighting.

I. ILS Antenna/ base building.

J. DME/ AGL control building.

K. PAPI.

L. Localiser Antenna/ base building.

M. Landside facilities/ car park.

Visual inspections were undertaken of building

exteriors and interiors. However, it should be

noted that no intrusive inspections have been

undertaken, not was any equipment observed in

operational condition. Further more detailed

inspections would be required to establish

specific works requirements
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Condition Assessment – Pavement and Airside Installations
Airport configuration and Airside Observations 
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Condition Assessment – Pavement and Airside Installations
Pavements

General Observations

In general, the condition of the pavements 

are aging, but appear to be structurally in 

good condition.  

No serious pavement failures were observed 

and there are no obvious signs of differential 

settlement. 

This implies that the ground conditions are 

good, or that the pavement foundations are 

suitably sized for the subgrade strength.

We believe this confirms that the pavement is 

suitable to carry the loads and aircraft that 

have previously used the airport.

As a result, the comments in this section of 

the report are mostly limited to defects in the 

surface course, which appear to be from age 

rather than over stressing the pavement or 

from poor ground conditions.

Please note that the recommendations of this 

report are based on the condition at the time 

of inspection; over time the condition of the 

pavement will continue to deteriorate.

It should be noted that checking runway/

taxiway slopes or slopes in runway/ taxiway

strips is outside of Arup scope and has not

been undertaken as part of this review.

Figure 1 Existing concrete commercial apron Figure 3 Linear drainage channel to be cleaned

Figure 2 Apron joints to be cleaned and replaced Figure 4 GA apron to be resurfaced if required
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Condition Assessment – Pavement and Airside Installations
Pavements

Figure 7 Taxiway Charlie holding point Figure 9 Extent of runway resurfacing recommended

Figure 8 Runway 13/31

Figure 5 Taxiway Alpha – apron access

Recommendation, Commercial Operations

For an unlicensed GA aerodrome for the use of 

private GA flights it is likely that the existing 

runway could be used with minimal 

interventions.  Primarily minor repairs to areas 

of spalling, joint degradation etc.  However, 

depending on utilisation it is likely that some 

form of more intrusive intervention would be 

required in around 2 years time. 

For a fully licensed aerodrome either for GA or 

commercial use we recommend the full extent 

of interventions outlined in Table 4 below.  

Figure 6 Taxiway Bravo – apron access
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Condition Assessment – Pavement and Airside Installations
Key Observations Apron and Taxiway Pavements

Passenger Terminal Apron ConditionNotes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Pavement Condition Good Concrete pavement generally appears to be in reasonable condition 

and could be made operational relatively easily. 

General clean up and re-marking, 

depending on proposed use.  

Once the proposed Refurbishment is done, a reasonable design 

life could be expected, estimate 10 years +

Joint structure Good Generally slab joints are in good condition with little evidence of 

cracking/ failure. 

None anticipated

Joint seals Poor Will need to be replaced Replacement

Drainage Unknown Only one linear channel seen adjacent to the passenger terminal.

Some of the units are now stepped resulting in trip hazards.  Further 

survey of the below ground drainage network should be undertaken 

ahead of development. No evidence seen of ponding/ flooding.

Allow for 50% of the linear channel 

(PCC concrete units) to be lifted and 

reset flush.  Also allow for CCTV and 

jetting and cleaning of below ground 

network.

GA Hanger Pavements ConditionNotes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Pavement Condition Fair Asphalt, serviceable but limited design life before becoming too 

brittle and losing aggregate. (Blue Hangar)

To provide a sound running surface, 

without creating a FOD risk to the rest 

of the airport, this area would need to 

be resurfaced.

If not required for operations this area could be closed off from 

operational area to minimise FOD risk.

Joints/seals Fair Asphalt joints beginning to break up, and loose aggregate. If not re-surfaced as noted above, 

then joints to be saw cut and hot pour 

bitumen banding.

If not required for operations this area could be closed off from 

operational area to minimise FOD risk and reduce costs. 

Drainage Poor Two slot drains, appear to be in reasonable condition.Overgrown 

with weeds and grass.

Need complete clean, may then be 

some strcuture repairs (although no 

defect visible)

Runway 06/24 Taxiway 

Charlie)

ConditionNotes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Pavement Good Mostly in serviceable condition.  A couple of areas are becoming 

brittle with one area of minor settlement.

Plane and resurface with SMA in 

three areas shown on appended plan.

Generally less concerned on condition as it is assumed this is now 

a taxiway. For 10 year design life the area should be resurfaced.

Joints/ seals Fair Estimate 50% of joints are spalling and are beginning to loose 

aggregate.

Saw cutting and hot bitumen banding 

would seal the surface

Required to reduce FOD risk.

Marking Poor Not very visible Depending in proposed use will need 

to be remarked as a taxiway/ parking

Drainage Good Taxiway laid to good cross falls and longitundinal falls. Surface 

water runs off into grass.

None

Table 1 - Passenger Terminal Apron Observations

Table 2 - General Aviation Pavements

Table 3 - Taxiway Charlie
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Condition Assessment – Pavement and Airside Installations
Key Observations Apron Pavements (includes car park observations)

Runway 13/31 ConditionNotes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Pavement Fair Majority of asphalt in good condition. Some areas becoming brittle 

and losing aggregate, estimate 20% area.

Approx 20% of runway area to be 

planned (40mm depth) and 

resurfaced with SMA.

For 10 year design life the whole runway should be resurfaced. 

This may prove to be more ecomomical than trying to repair each 

joint.

Recommendation is that costs are included to plane and 

resurfacing 80% of the runway area, as indicated on the previous 

page. Note the edges of the runway do not necessarily need to be 

resurfaced. 

For unlicensed GA operations only we have assumed only general 

clean up and patching.  However, if the airport is to move to 

licensed/ commercial operations we recommend the works 

outlined above. 

Joints/seals Fair All joints are spalling and are beginning to loose aggregate. Assume 50% of joints could be saw 

cut and hot bitumen over banding 

required. For other 50% of joints, the 

asphalt surfacing (40mm depth) will 

need to be planned out and replaced; 

likely reinstatement width 3m to suit 

minimum machine lay asphalt paver.

As above for GA unlicensed operations, however, should be 

assumed that joints will need to be rehabiliated regardless in 

around 2 years time.  

Marking Very Poor Worn and not very visible Repainting required. 

Lighting Very Poor Most fittings missing or damaged. Replace all fittings

Drainage Good Runway laid to good cross falls and longitudinal falls. Surface water 

runs off into grass.

None

Landside ConditionNotes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Approach Road Fair Generally free of damage and wear and tear should be okay in 

current condition

None Informal observation

Car Park Very Poor Significant evidence of wear and tear, damage and lack of 

maintenance - will need to have some maintenance/ Refurbishment 

inputs.

General tidy up and potential 

resurface

Informal observation

Table 4 - Runway Observations

Table 5 - Landside Observations
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Condition Assessment – Pavement and Airside Installations
Aerodrome Ground Lighting

General Observations

Generally in poor condition; evidence of

significant vandalism. General observations

are as follows:

• RWY Edge Lighting – almost all edge 

lights have been broken with around only 

8 still intact. 

• Threshold - each end of the runway 

appear to be in reasonable condition. 

Wing-bars have been vandalised and 

need to be replaced. 

• Runway guards - generally appear in 

reasonable condition although one has 

broken away from its mounting. 

• End lighting – RWY13 intact and appear 

to be in reasonable condition. RWY31 end 

damaged and will need to be replaced. 

• Taxiway Charlie hold lighting – appear to 

be in good condition. 

• Taxiway edge lighting and turn point 

general appear to be okay with only some 

fittings missing.  

• Airport Beacon – this is currently stored on 

the control tower external viewing gantry 

and will likely need to be replaced with 

new. 

Figure 10 Remains of runway edge light fitting. Figure 12 Runway guard light

Figure 11 RWY 31 Threshold lighting Figure 13 RWY13 Stop Light and LLZ monitor 
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Condition Assessment - Pavement and Airside Installations
Aerodrome Ground Lighting

General Observations

General observations are as follows: 

• Precision Approach Path Indicators –

these are in very poor condition at both 

ends of the runway and will likely need to 

be replaced (RWY13 end may be 

salvageable). 

• Approach lighting – light fittings on the 

airport are missing/ broken. It was not 

possible to view the off-airport approach 

lighting as these are on elevated fittings.

• Apron Flood Lights – the apron is 

illuminated by flood lights positioned on 

two high masts located at each end of the 

terminal building; the condition is 

unknown.  It is also uncertain whether the 

lights provide compliant lighting coverage 

on the apron. 

• The windsock is missing from both runway 

ends and will need to be replaced.

It should be noted that it was not possible to

observe whether the lighting system is

operable; nor is it possible to assess the

condition of the cabling. The age of the

cabling is unknown and this remains a risk.

. 

Figure 14 RWY13 PAPI unit Figure 16 Approach lighting

Figure 15 RWY 31 PAPI Units Figure 17 Missing approach lighting units 
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Condition Assessment – Pavement and Airside Installations
Key Observations Aerodrome Ground Lighting

Airfield Ground Lighting ConditionNotes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Runway 13/31 Edge lighting Poor Almost all light fittings have been vandalised (only around 8 are still 

in place)

New fitting required

Threshold Lighting RW13 Fair Old fittings but look to be in reasonable condition None at this stage

Threshold Wing Bars RW13 Poor Seem to have been vandalised - most damaged or removed from 

base

Replace all fittings

Runway End Lighting RW13 Appear to be okay - all in place and no signs of damage. None at this stage Turn pad edge lighting at this end also seems to be in tact and 

little evidence od damage

Threshold Lighting RW31 Good Appear to have been recently replaced when the airport operational None  

Threshold Wing Bars RW31 Poor Seem to have been vandalised - most damaged or removed from 

base

Replace all fittings

Runway End Lighting RW31 Poor Damaged and missing lights Replace all fittings

Runway 13/31 Guard Lights Fair One fitting is missing but others seem to be intact Repair existing - minimal cost As 06/24 will only be used as taxilane there may be some scope to 

re-use one of the 24 end guards to replace the broken one. 

Cabling Unknown Unknown condition None proposed but remains a risk. At this stage it could be assumed the cabling is okay, but this will 

depend on the year of installation of the existing cabling. 

Approach Lighting/ PAPI ConditionNotes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

RWY 31 end (inside perimter) Missing/ 

Removed

inside perimeter the lights are missing Replace

Outside Airport Perimeter Unknown Approach lighting outside the boundary not visited. None - but could be a risk depending 

on age. 

ex airport Director engaged by FlyPlymouth may be able to clarify 

when installed and potential life. 

Aerodrome Beacon Missing/ 

Removed

Currently stored on control tower external viewing area. Replace as part of lighting 

replacement. 

CCR Very Poor Has been vandalised, damaged and missing equipment. Replace

RWY13 PAPI Unknown All fittings seem to be in place and no sign of vandalism - although 

one unit appears to have been pushed out of alignment.  Currently 

not connected to power.  Unable to assess whether in working 

condition. 

May be salvageable as appear to be 

complete although out of alignment.  

For the purposes of cost estimating it should be assumed this can 

be re-commissioned. 

RWY31 PAPI Very Poor All units have be severely vandalised, damaged and missing.  Replace all units 

Table 6 - Airfield Ground Lighting

Table 7 - Runway Approach Lighting & PAPI
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Condition Assessment – Pavement and Airside Installations
Non-visual Navigation Aids

General Observations

It is difficult to make a robust assessment of

navigation aids from a visual inspection only;

much of the operation is reliant on systems

and process that cannot be visually

assessed. The review considers the physical

appearance of infrastructure only.

• LLZ Antenna and monitor – appears to be 

intact and in reasonable condition. It was 

not possible to see inside the base 

building as this was securely locked.  

• ILS Glide Slope Antenna and Base-

building – the ILS Antenna appears to be 

in fair condition and it may be possible to 

re-commission it.

• NDB/ DME – antennas appear to be in 

poor condition and for the purposes of 

cost assessment it is assumed these will 

need to be replaced.  The DME 

transponder building is in very poor 

condition and equipment has been 

exposed to weather. 

The decision to re-commission or replace the

existing systems will be primarily dependent

on the age of the elements, cost to refurbish

as opposed to procure new and ultimate use

of the airport; it may not be necessary to

replace ILS as it may not be required.

Figure 18 LLZ Antenna 

Figure 19 ILS Base-building Equipment Figure 20 ILS GS Antenna  
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Condition Assessment – Pavement and Airside Installations
Key Observations Navigation Aids

Navigation Aids ConditionNotes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Localiser antenna Fair Re-commission – but remains a risk 

(primarily for commercial operations). 

Key assumption is that existing equipment can be re-

commissioned and calibrated for licensed aerodrome (not 

necessarily required for GA operations unless training is 

envisaged – recommended in the event of commencement of 

commercial operations to provide resilient operations).

Localiser Equipment room Unknown Was unable to access as securely locked - however, could mean 

that equipment is okay and not vandalised. 

Re-commission – but remains as risk 

(primarily for commercial operations). 

As above

Instrument landing  LLZ

Antenna

Fair Should be reusable – but age unknown so could need to be 

replaced regardless.  

Re-commission – but remains as risk 

(primarily for commercial operations). 

As Above

ILS GS Equipment Room Very Poor Some equipment as been vandalised and damaged. Equipment replacement. 

UPS Unknown Replace

NDB Unknown For purposes of modelling assume 

replacement

DME Antenna and Equipment Unknown Antenna appears to be in poor condition and equipment has been 

exposed as a result of the poor condition of the transponder 

shelter. 

For purposes of modelling assume 

replacement

CCR Unknown For purposes of modelling assume 

replacement

Anemometer Fair Appears to be in fair condition but difficult to assess operability. Assume serviceable and useable. 

Table 8 - Observations on Navigation Aids

Figure 21 ILS Equipment Figure 22 DME and Transponder Shelter Figure 23 DME Transponder Shelter
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Condition Assessment – Control Tower and Installations
Air Traffic Control Tower Structure

General Observations

The ATCT building is located between the

old Vosper hangar and the RFFS building.

The building is over 4 floors, including the

visual control room (VCR):

• Generally the structure of the tower 

appears sound; we do not anticipate any 

requirement for undertaking significant 

works other than some minor cosmetic 

works. 

• Stairways and vertical access are in 

generally good condition.  Other interior 

areas are in need of modernisation/ 

update (this is addressed later in this 

section). 

• The VCR appears to be in reasonably 

good condition (it is currently being used 

as a base for on-site security guards).  All 

the glazing panels are intact and in good 

condition.  Other than general exterior 

cleaning and tidying of the external 

viewing area we do not believe a 

requirement for any significant exterior 

works. 

• The aerodrome beacon and radio masts 

are currently stored on the external 

viewing platform and will need to be 

replaced

Figure 25 Air Traffic Control Tower Building Figure 26 VCR Cab Exterior 

Figure 28 Aerodrome Beacon and Radio Masts Figure 27 VCR Interior 
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Condition Assessment – Control Tower and Installations
Air Traffic Control Tower Equipment

General Observations

The age of the equipment in the VCR is

unknown and a number of the equipment

elements have been removed. Generally the

interior of the VCR will need t be upgraded

(see section below on minimal interventions

for MEP systems).

Some equipment is clearly missing and,

depending on ultimate aerodrome use, will

need to be replaced. In particular, AGL

control and mimic boards, MET information

systems etc.

For other equipment elements such as,

radios, wind dials, weather displays,

telephone communications, Navaids status

etc, these are in place but it is not certain

whether these are operational/ serviceable.

Figure 29 Air Traffic Control Controllers Console 

Figure 30 Controllers Console Figure 31 Controllers Console  
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis – Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Introduction

Introduction

The assessment of the MEP services is made 

on the basis that;

1. The functionality of the various 

accommodations would not be 

unchanged i.e. office spaces will remain 

as office spaces.

2. The MEP infrastructure (gas, water and 

electrical supplies) to the various 

accommodation areas will remain 

sufficient for the refurbished usage.

3. The existing building fabric (windows, 

roof, walls etc.) at least meet the 

minimum building regulation standards in 

terms of thermal and structural 

performance.

4. A series of intrusive inspections will be 

required to determine the actual condition 

of the existing services in order to confirm 

they can be reused. 

5. A series of functional tests will be 

required to determine the actual 

functionality of the existing plant items in 

order to confirm they can be reused, and 

that the infrastructure can satisfy any in 

revised requirements.

The extent of the interventions to satisfy Part L

will be different if the buildings are brought back

to occupancy at the same time than if they are

reoccupied in sections.

It is not acceptable to simply replace an old

system on an exact “like-for-like” basis, as Part

L requires “consequential improvements” in a

refurbished buildings over like-for-like energy

consumption.

Areas currently un-heated may require

significant fabric improvements prior to the

installation of a new system.

This report is based on the premise that in all

buildings, the consequential improvements

demanded by Part L will require;

1. New LED light fittings and new lighting 

control system throughout.

2. New boilers, pumps, fans, domestic water 

heaters and heat emitters (except radiators) 

throughout.

3. New MEP controls throughout, including 

sub-metering of energy usage.

General Observations

In general the condition of the MEP services

suggests that they were well maintained and

operational at the time the buildings became

unused.

There is no evidence that they have been

maintained since building closure.

It is also clear that the existing MEP services

have been extended and re-routed many times

during occupancy i.e. radiators and power

sockets have been relocated, lights have been

changed, cooling has been added etc.

Data cables have been added to many areas,

but their addition appear piecemeal and

uncoordinated.

An in-depth appraisal of the requirements of the

Building Regulations is beyond the scope of the

inspection and this report. However, the current

Building Regulations (Part L) place certain

demands on the MEP services that must be

met.

The requirements for refurbishing buildings are

somewhat complicated, and are assessed on a

case by case basis. There is no one answer,

rather a balance has to be found between

energy conservation, capital expenditure and

investment values.
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis – Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Minimum Interventions

Introduction

The minimum interventions proposed for each

building therefore includes all of the above. The

resulting EPC rating will reflect the minimum

interventions, and this will be reflected in the

lettable values.

Higher lettable values would require

improvements to the EPC rating which will in

turn require additional interventions such as

new fenestration, improved air-tightness,

improved roof insulation, improved façade

insulation etc. as well as new and high

performance building services systems.

An early dialogue with Building Control would

be beneficial in determining the full extent of the

interventions.

Minimum Interventions

For the purposes of this report, all buildings will

require a minimum level of interventions.

These include the following, and additional

comments and works are noted in the Costing

Report.

1. New LED general and emergency light 

fittings and new lighting control system 

throughout.

2. New boilers, pumps, fans, domestic water 

heaters and heat emitters (except radiators) 

throughout.

3. New MEP controls throughout, including 

sub-metering of energy usage.

4. New IT infrastructure and outlets 

throughout

5. Extend fire alarm and security systems to 

all areas.

6. Full inspection and service of all plant and 

equipment to be retained – repair/replace 

as required.
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Air Traffic Control Tower Mechanical/ Electrical Services and Interiors

General Comments

The “general comments” noted in the cost

report provides comment on the MEP

interventions may be to enhance the buildings

to those of a new and modern facility of similar

usage over and above the following which

would be required as a minimum for the

enhancement;

• New heating system throughout with efficient 

and discrete emitters appropriate to the area 

served.

• New fire alarm and security system 

throughout.

• Provision of dedicated IT rooms.

• Cooling units in all offices, public areas, IT 

rooms etc.

• Fabric enhancements to satisfy Building 

Regulations Part L.

• “Touch-free” modern sanitary fixture and 

fittings with thermostatic protection.

• Enhance access and welfare provisions for 

disabled users.

• UPS/Generator backup likely for essential 

services in tower, fire tender garage, 

security, IT etc.

Figure 32 VCR Chiller Unit 

Figure 33 VCR Overhead Lights/  Ventilation  Figure 34 Control Tower Building IT/ Switchboards  
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Key Observations Air Traffic Control Tower 

Air Traffic Control Tower Condition Notes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Structure Good Structure seems to be in reasonable condition. No works proposed

Envelope Fair Seems to be in fair condition No works proposed

Interiors Poor Will need to be refurbished ahead of attracting tenants. Mainly cosmetic works

Cab Fair Cab condition okay, glazing in good condition - beacon and radio 

transmitter missing. 

Some cosmetic updating.

Equipment Poor Missing equipment and uncertainty above serviceability of 

remaining equipment. 

Replace all critical equipment Some equipment is missing and it is not clear how much of 

existing is in working order.  Currently used by on site security 

staff as site office. 

MEP Plant/ Services Refer to "Minimum Interventions".

Heating Very Poor Appears to be via dedicated ceiling mounted d-x heat pump unit. Repalce with two new units for 

resiliance.

Cooling Very Poor As heating. As heating.

Public Health Missing/ 

Removed

No provision. N/A. N/A.

Lighting Very Poor Minimum provision - inappropriate for modern control tower. Replace lighting throughout.

Power Poor Coverage is basic, and has clearly been modified frequently in 

the past.  The existing may be serviceable, but is likely to require 

modifications to meet new requirements.

Replace with new for surety.Possible 

provide UPS or generator back-up.

IT Very Poor Very limited provisions. Replace with new for surety.

Fire alarm and security Poor Limited provisions. Replace with new for surety.

Table 9 - Air Traffic Control Tower Structure & MEP
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Rescue and Firefighting Building, Vehicles and Equipment

General Comments

The “general comments” noted in the cost

report provides comment on the MEP

interventions may be to enhance the buildings

to those of a new and modern facility of similar

usage over and above the following which

would be required as a minimum for the

enhancement;

• New heating system throughout with efficient 

and discrete emitters appropriate to the area 

served.

• New fire alarm and security system 

throughout.

• Provision of dedicated IT rooms.

• Cooling units in all offices, public areas, IT 

rooms etc.

• Fabric enhancements to satisfy Building 

Regulations Part L.

• “Touch-free” modern sanitary fixture and 

fittings with thermostatic protection.

• Enhance access and welfare provisions for 

disabled users.

• UPS/Generator backup likely for essential 

services in tower, fire tender garage, 

security, IT etc.

Figure 35 Fire Appliance Parking Bays 

Figure 37 RFFS Control Room  Figure 38 RFFS Exterior View  

Figure 36 RFFS Ready Room 
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Rescue and Firefighting Building, Vehicles and Equipment

Table 10 - RFFS Building Observations

RFFS Station and Vehicles Condition Notes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Structure Fair Structure appears to be okay. None 

Envelope Poor Evidence of patching on one vehicle bay door. Should be okay – no need to be 

replaced. 

Doors were not seen operating.  

Interiors Poor Very poor condition Allowance for update

Equipment Missing/ 

Removed

needs to be replaced

RFFS Vehicles Obsolete two vehicles observed operational status unknow but both 

obselete and not suited to GA operations. Registrations would 

suggest on is circa. 1972 and the other 1985.  

Replace with one modern specialist 

appliance

The more modern of the existing vehicles could be kept as a 

contingency if it is operable/ feasible to repair. 

MEP Plant/ Services Refer to "Minimum Interventions".

Heating Poor Indirect gas fired unit heater in garage/workshop.  Gas fired boiler 

serving radiators in ancillary rooms.  

Cooling Missing/ 

Removed

No provision.

Public Health Fair Local heaters and extract fans unlikely to be serviceable.  Taps 

and appliances appear serviceable.

Process ventilation Poor Exhast extract system in place. Service and repair. Replace with new.

Lighting Very Poor Minimal provision at best - some areas without.

Power Poor The existing may be serviceable, but is likely to require 

modifications to meet new requirements.

Replace with new for surety.Possible 

provide UPS or generator back-up.

IT Missing/ 

Removed

Fire alarm and security Poor Limited provisions.
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Offices

General Comments

Generally the building structure and envelope

for offices appear to be in reasonable condition

and it is not anticipated that significant works

will be required, subject to ultimate usage, to

make operational.

The building interiors and MEP are generally in

poor condition and will need at least the

minimum interventions before leasing to a

tenant:

• Gas fired boiler serving radiators – not 

particularly efficient and should generally be 

replaced. 

• Cooling is by Local d-x cooling to limited 

areas.  Unlikely to be serviceable.

• Lighting is a mix of fittings throughout.  

Some of the newer ones may be 

serviceable, but overall they are inconsistent 

in type, style and coverage.

• Power coverage is basic, and has clearly 

been modified frequently in the past.  The 

existing may be serviceable, but is likely to 

require modifications to meet new 

requirements.

• IT coverage is very poor and in need of 

update. 

• Fire alarm and security systems will need to 

be updated. 

Figure 39 Typical Office Image 

Figure 41 Office interiors  Figure 42 Office Exterior View  

Figure 40 Typical; Office Heating 
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Offices

Table 11 - Office Observations

Landside Offices Condition Notes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Structure Fair Offices structures seem to be sound with no significant defects. None 

Envelope Fair As above. None at this stage

Interiors Very Poor General refurbishment required Refurbish

Furniture Unknown

MEP Plant/Services Refer to "Minimum Interventions".

Heating Fair Gas fired boiler serving radiators. Portacabin type offices will require more extensive interventions 

due to lower performance of envelope.

Cooling Poor Local d-x cooling to limited areas.  Unlikely to be serviceable. Replace "like-for-like" local units or 

install single system to all areas 

requiring cooling.

Overheating likely to be extensive in 

portacabin areas so extensive cooling 

likely to be required to all office areas 

as a minimum.

Public Health Poor Local heaters and extract fans unlikely to be serviceable.  Taps 

and appliances appear serviceable.

Lighting Poor A mix of fittings throughout.  Some of the newer ones may be 

serviceable, but overall they are inconsistent in type, style and 

coverage.

Some may be serviceable, but many 

areas have no, or inappropriate, 

luminaires.

Power Poor Coverage is basic, and has clearly been modified frequently in the 

past.  The existing may be serviceable, but is likely to require 

modifications to meet new requirements.

Fittings and distribution appear 

serviceable but intrusive survey 

required to confirm.

Provide dedicated provisions for passenger usage.

IT Very Poor Very limited provisions.

Fire alarm and security Poor Limited provisions.
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Passenger Terminal Observations

General Comments

The terminal was constructed in [INSERT

DATE] and was used up until the closure of the

airport in 2011.

• Since 2011 all specialist terminal equipment 

has been removed (it is assumed this has 

been sold/ dispersed). 

• The structure of the terminal seems to be in 

reasonable condition. 

• The envelope shows signs of general ware 

and deterioration.  Generally it is assumed if 

the terminal is to be reopened it will require 

complete refurbishment and installation of 

new equipment.  It is assumed that any new 

specialist airport systems/ equipment will 

need to comply with the latest standards and 

requirements. 

• Not all areas have heating so some 

modifications would be required to enhance 

system to provide heat to all areas.

• A mix of fittings throughout.  Some of the 

newer ones may be serviceable, but overall 

they are inconsistent in type, style and 

coverage.

• Power supply is basic, and has clearly been 

modified frequently in the past.  The existing 

may be serviceable, but is likely to require 

modifications to meet new requirements.

Figure 42 Terminal Interiors 

Figure 44 Terminal Exterior View  

Figure 43 Terminal Heat Emitters  
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Passenger Terminal

Table 12 - Passenger Terminal Observations

Passenger Terminal Condition Notes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Structure Fair Generally appeards to be in fair condition None assumed

Envelope Fair Envelope generally appears to be okay some broken windows, 

downpipes missing/ damamged/  wearing paint/ damaged doors 

etc. 

General tidy up required

Interiors Poor Fittings and finishes worn and in need of Refurbishment Will be dependent on ultimate use but 

generally will need Refurbishmentishment of 

interior spaces. 

Specialist Equipment Missing/ 

Removed

n/a Will be dependebnt on ultimate use

Furniture Missing/ 

Removed

n/a Will be dependebnt on ultimate use

MEP Plant/ Services Refer to "Minimum Interventions".

Heating Fair Gas fired boiler serving fan heaters in departures & radiators in 

offices and support rooms.  Indirect gas fired unit heaters in 

arrivals.  

Not all areas have heating so some 

modifications would be required to enhance 

system to provide heat to all areas.

All heat new system likely to be via heat pump to provide 

cooling as well in offices and public areas, integrated into 

new ceiling and coordinated with lights etc.

Cooling Poor Local d-x cooling to limited areas.  Unlikely to be serviceable. Replace "like-for-like" local units or install 

single system to all areas requiring cooling.

Public Health Poor Local heaters and extract fans unlikely to be serviceable.  Taps 

and appliances appear serviceable.

Replace and  heaters "like-for-like" unless 

demand increases due to passenger 

numbers.

Lighting Poor A mix of fittings throughout.  Some of the newer ones may be 

serviceable, but overall they are inconsistent in type, style and 

coverage.

Some may be serviceable, but many areas 

have no, or inappropriate, luminaires.

Power Fair Coverage is basic, and has clearly been modified frequently in the 

past.  The existing may be serviceable, but is likely to require 

modifications to meet new requirements.

Fittings and distribution appear serviceable 

but intrusive survey required to confirm.

Provide dedicated provisions for passenger usage.

IT Very Poor Very limited provisions. Provide Wi-Fi throughout for passenger use.

Fire alarm and security Poor Limited provisions. Confirm functionality and extend for full 

coverage.
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Blue Hangar – Old GA Hangar

General Comments

Two Hangers were visited – Blue Hangar (Old

GA Hangar) and While Hangar (Old Vosper

Hangar):

• Structurally of the two hangars the white 

hangar is in much better condition.  

However, depending on usage we do not 

envisage significant structural works being 

required on either hangar (leasing for 

future GA aviation activities the white 

hangar would be preferential as it would be 

more cost effective to update).  

• The blue hangar shows evidence of 

deterioration of the envelope (water 

penetrating the roof in some areas) and 

remediation works will be required to fully 

seal the building. 

• The Blue Hanger - currently has very 

minimal heating via a single gas fired unit 

heater. Given the size and nature of the 

building it is likely to be impractical to 

provide area wide heating for the building.

• Generally the lighting seems to be 

inadequate for this type of building and will 

need to be replaced. 

• Power coverage is basic.  The existing is 

likely to require modifications to meet new 

requirements.

Figure 45 Blue Hangar – Water Penetration 

Figure 47 Blue Hangar Gas Heater  

Figure 46 Blue Hangar Structural Framework  

Figure 48 Blue Hangar Office Accommodation  
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
White Hangar – Old Vosper Hangar

General Comments

Two Hangers were visited – Blue Hangar (Old

GA Hangar) and While Hangar (Old Vosper

Hangar):

• Structurally of the two hangars the white 

hangar is in much better condition.  

However, depending in usage we do not 

envisage significant structural works being 

required on either hangar (for leasing for 

future GA aviation activities the white 

hangar would be preferential as it would be 

more cost effective to update. 

• The envelope of the white hangar is in 

reasonable condition.  

• currently there is no heating (we 

understand that the gas fired radiant 

heaters have recently been removed in 

entirety).

• Generally the lighting seems to be 

inadequate for this type of building and will 

need to be replaced. 

• Local heaters and extract fans unlikely to 

be serviceable.  Taps and appliances 

appear serviceable.

• Power coverage is basic.  The existing is 

likely to require modifications to meet new 

requirements.

Figure 49 White Hangar Exterior View 

Figure 51 White Hangar Interior space  

Figure 50 White Hangar Structural Frame/ Envelope 

Figure  52 White Hangar MV Electrical Panel 
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Condition Assessment - Buildings, Interiors and Mechanical Electrical Systems
Hangars

Table 13 - Hangar Observations

Hangar Buildings Condition Notes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Structure Fair Blue Hangar is in fair condition. 

White Hangar is in much better condition. 

None for either facility. 

Envelope Poor Blue Hangar is in poor condition and evidence that water is ingressing 

the water through roof skylighting panels.  Entry doors are also damaged 

in some areas.   

White Hangar is in much better condition. 

Blue hangar will need some repairs if it 

is to be used in future. 

White Hangar no intervention. 

Interiors Poor 

MEP Plant/ Services Refer to "Minimum Interventions".

Heating Missing/ 

Removed

White Hanger - currently no heating (we understand that the gas fired 

radient heaters have recently been removed in their entirety).

Blue Hanger - currently very minimal heating via single gas fired unit 

heater.

White Hanger - If heating requiired in 

hanger reinstate gas heaters to hanger.  

Provide boiler and radiators in ancilliary 

rooms.

Blue Hanger - "Whle Hanger Heating" 

likely to be inpractical, so provide local 

spot heating if/as/when required for 

tasks within hanger.  Provide boiler and 

radiators in ancilliary rooms.

Cooling Missing/ 

Removed

None. N/A. N/A.

Public Health Very Poor White Hanger - Local heaters and extract fans unlikely to be serviceable.  

Taps and appliances appear serviceable.

Blue Hanger - No provision.

White Hanger - Replace and  heaters 

"like-for-like".

Blue Hanger - Provide new if/as 

required.  Provide ventilation to ancillary 

store/office spaces to rear.

Lighting Very Poor Hanger spaces have minimum provision of inefficient lighting. Likely to 

be servicable.

Replace with new if enhanced general 

lighting required.  Utilise portable task 

lighting. Provide new to ancillary 

store/offices.

Power Poor Coverage is basic.  The existing is likely to require modifications to meet 

new requirements.

IT Very Poor None evident. Provide new if required.

Fire alarm and security Very Poor Limited provisions. Confirm functionality and extend for full 

coverage.
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Condition Assessment – Other Facilities
Other Airside and Landside Facilities

General Comments

Other areas visited included: 

• Aviation Fuel Farm – the age of the tanks 

is unknown; there is no evidence that 

tanks have been maintained since the 

airport closed.  It is not certain that the 

tanks could be easily made serviceable 

again. 

• Airport Perimeter Fence and Crash Gates 

– generally the airport permit fence is in 

reasonable condition with little evidence of 

damage.  There are a number of areas 

where vegetation should be cleared away 

to preserve the fence condition. 

• There is some evidence of damage on the 

crash gates and these will need to be 

replaced or repaired to maintain security 

of the airside. 

• Airfield Signage – generally appears to be 

in reasonable condition and it is not 

envisage there will be a need to replace. 

• Car Parks – generally the landside car 

parks will need to be tidied up and would 

probably benefit from some repairs or 

asphalt overlay to improve quality and 

increase the life of the pavement. 

Figure 53 Aviation Fuel Storage Tanks 

Figure 55 Airfield Signage  

Figure 54 Airport Crash Gate RWY31 

Figure  57 Landside Car Park 
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Condition Assessment – Landside and Other Airside Areas
Other Areas

Table 14 - Other Facilities

Landside Condition Notes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Approach Road Fair Generally free of damage and wear and tear should be okay in 

current condition

None Informal observation

Car Park Very Poor Significant evidence of wear and tear, damage and lack of 

maintenance - will need to have some maintenance/ 

Refurbishment inputs.

General tidy up and potential 

resurface

Informal observation

Aviation Fuel Farm Condition Notes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Tanks Poor One large tank seems to be in better condition that other two from 

external appearance - needs to be further investigated as difficult 

to understand without intrusive examination and maintenance/ 

cleaning history

May not be required depending on 

approach to providing aviation fuel -

bowser.  

Unclear as to when tanks were last serviced/ cleaned - may need 

to be replaced. 

Pumps/ equipment Poor As above As above As above

Bunding Poor 

Other Aiside Condition Notes of Condition Possible Scope of Refurbishment General Comment

Runway Signage

Entry signs Good Appear to be in good condition. None

Perimeter Fence Good Generally fencing in good condition - significant vegetation growth 

along the fence line which will need to be cleared. 

Clear vegetation and minor repairs 

only. 

In some locations the fence line has been hidden behind a noise 

bund on the airport side of the fence making it impossible to see 

the fence line, mainly on the eastern side of the runway.  This may 

be a risk (more so if the airport is to accommodate commercial 

passengers). 

Crash Gates Fair Generally seem to be okay. One gate needs to be replaced on 

eastern side of runway. 

Runway Strip Fair Generally seems to be okay. General tidy up only. 
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Approach to Cost Assessment

Generally, where appropriate, we have

provided a range of costs on the following

basis:

• Low – assumes only minor interventions/ 

rehabilitation to make elements 

operational or assumes that exiting 

elements can be re-commissioned.

• Medium – takes into account the 

minimum interventions outlined in this 

report to bring buildings/ infrastructure up 

to a reasonable operational standard. 

• High – Either relates to likely mandatory 

expenditure, provision of new equipment 

(where existing cannot be re-

commissioned), achieving a longer design 

life or for buildings delivering to a 

standard that may be expected if the 

building is to be let. 

Where these is only one assumed cost this 

has been included in the high cost cells of 

the tables below.  

Assessment Methodology 

Introduction 

As the potential ultimate future aviation

use of the airport is uncertain it is has not

possible to cost a particular solution. The

ultimate capital cost incurred will be

heavily dependent on a number of factors:

• Approach adopted by a potential 

operator and the level/ type of activity 

proposed for the airport.  Licensed or 

unlicensed for instance. 

• Potential to lease equipment (this has 

not been considered in this 

assessment. 

• Requirements of regulatory authorities 

and level of dispensations or 

concessions that might be granted (this 

has not been considered in this 

assessment). 

• Level of commercial activity anticipated 

by the operator and the approach to 

developing the airport real estate; 

operator funded or tenant funded.  

Therefore, the costs presented here are 

only  intended to provide: 

• Some level of guidance in terms of 

investment required to deliver certain 

individual elements of infrastructure.  

• A menu of costs against which a 

proposal from a third party to develop 

the airport could be initially tested for 

reasonableness.  

Where possible, and appropriate, a range 

of costs has been provided.  This will 

hopefully take account of alternative 

approaches to quality/ functionality 

proposed by a potential operator. 

Types of operation to which the 

investment would apply, i.e. unlicensed, 

licensed or commercial, have been 

identified at an outline level. 

Our approach has been based on the 

outcome of the airport site visit and the 

recommended interventions outlined in 

this report.
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Approach to Cost Assessment

Key assumptions & exclusions

We have adopted a number of key assumptions in producing an

assessment. These include

• Contractors preliminaries are based on 15% of construction 

cost. This rate has been applied as a weighted average but will 

vary across the various construction activities. 

• Professional fees and clients own costs have been excluded 

(design, architectural, planning, supervision, project 

management, quantity surveying etc.). 

• Values provided are in Sterling at current day prices (4Q2016).

• It is assumed no development will take place outside of the 

existing airport boundary. 

• It is assumed no runway extensions are required; it for a 

potential developer/ operator to make their own assumptions on 

this depending on their own business plan. 

• No allowance is made for the provision of 240m RESA in our 

costs.  A 90m RESA can be accommodated within the airport 

boundary through minor works.  If a 240m RESA is required by 

CAA it would likely impact the feasibility of commercial 

operations and this remains a risk any potential operator needs 

to take into consideration in it business plan. 

• No design has taken place so cost accuracy at this stage could 

be in the range of +50% -30%. 

.

We have adopted a number of key exclusion in producing an

assessment which may include a project cost. These include:

• CAA Licensing costs, certification costs.  

• Cost associated with Aerodrome Safeguarding or Public Safety 

Zones. 

• Cost of compensation, if required, to local residents for noise 

insulation etc.

• Planning obligations required by governing bodies.

• Inflation beyond 4Q2016.

• Taxes, duties and tariffs.

• Client direct costs, insurances, cost of finance etc.

• Permits and approvals.

• Contributions to 3rd party infrastructure providers (i.e. utilities 

providers, highways agencies etc.).  

• Ground contamination and/ or disposable of contaminated 

materials (if required).

• Relocation of airlines costs (if required).

• Additional ground handling equipment and vehicles.

• Other works outside the airport footprint of the site not 

specifically mentioned.

• Land acquisition costs. (if required).

• Fuel farm ring mains and ancillary pipework (if required).

• Special landscaping features (if required).
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Cost Estimates. 

The tables on the following pages provide a summary of the potential capital investment costs associated with the development/ refurbishment and 

re-commissioning of various elements of the airport infrastructure. (sum may not add as numbers rounded to nearest 100)

Table 15 - Building Refurbishment

Buildings Infrastructure Unlicensed 

(GA)

Licensed 

GA

Licensed 

Commercial

Area Low Medium High

Office Refurbishment Required m2 £ £ £ Notes 

Control Tower Offices option option Rec. 

120 65,345 -

116,20 exclude furniture and tenant costs (exc. VAT) - Excludes specialist VCR cab 

equipment - see below. 

Ex Jubb Offices option option Option 

324 176,432 - 313,900 

exclude furniture and tenant costs (exc. VAT)

Old Airline Offices option option Option

320 174,254 - 310,000 

exclude furniture and tenant costs (exc. VAT)

Passenger Terminal Required m2 £ £ £ Notes 

General modernisation of building No No Yes

1,270 699,883 1,017,400 

excludes specialist equipment

Reinstate Check Desks No No Yes

2 8,000 8,000 

Baggage Handling No No Yes

2 9,000 9,000 

Simple roller system assumed

Concessions No No Option

3 9,500 9,500 

Café, retail outlet and ticketing counters (service for café inc. in modernisation cost)

Passenger Screening Equipment No No Yes

80,000 160,000 

Higher rate assumes two machines required to provide redundancy

Standard 3 Screening No No See note

- 350,000 

For low cost assumes DfT will accept hold baggage being screened through hand 

baggage device (if this is the case the cost of the hand baggage screening may 

increase to provide for a wider aperture device to accommodate larger hold bags)

Terminal Re-commissioning

806,383 1,553,900 

Lower than previous estimates as office refurbishment now assessed separately. 
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Cost Estimates. 

Table 16 - Airfield Lighting & Equipment

Airfield Lighting and Equipment Unlicensed 

(GA)

Licensed 

GA

Licensed 

Commercial

Area Low Medium High

Airfield Lighting and Equipment Required £ £ £

Runway Edge Lighting Option Rec. Yes

- 42,000 

Not replacing may restrict operations

Threshold Wingbars RWY13 Option Rec. Yes

- 7,200 

Not replacing may restrict operations

Threshold Wingbars RWY31 Option Rec. Yes

- 9,600 

Not replacing may restrict operations

Runway End Lighting RWY31 Option Rec. Yes

- 7,500 

Not replacing may restrict operations

PAPI RWY 13 End Option Rec. Yes

16,250 -

Low cost assumes re-commissioning - high cost assumes replacement

PAPI RWY 31 End Option Rec. Yes

65,000 

Assumes new required

Runway Approach lights in perimeter Option Rec. Yes

- 2,400 

Not replacing may restrict operations

Allowance for repairs to other lights Option Rec. Yes

- 10,000 

Includes repairing taxiway edge lights and runway guardlights. 

CCR Option Rec. Yes

- - 85,000 

Rquirement dependent on re-commissioning AGL

Approach Lighting - - -

-

Condition unknown

ILS No Option Yes

75,000 650,000 

Assume can be re-commissioned and calibrated - high cost assumes full 

replacement including ILS/ DME/ NDB

NDB Rec. Rec. Yes

- 40,000 

Assume can be re-commissioned and calibrated

DME Option Rec. Yes

- 40,000 

Assume can be re-commissioned and calibrated

ATCT Equipment replacement Option Rec. Yes

7,500 66,500 

Replacement of Mimic Board, Communications/ IT Controls etc.  Also allowance for 

general refit/ update.  For unlicensed may just need to replace radios etc. low price. 
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Cost Estimates. 

Table 17 - Airfield Pavements

Pavements Unlicensed 

(GA)

Licensed 

GA

Licensed 

Commercial

Area Low Medium High

Aprons Required £ £ £

Passenger Apron (inc. Vosper Hangar 

Apron)

Option Rec. Yes

6,000 - - 21,000 

General removal of vegitation and resealing slab joints

GA Hangar and associated Aprons Option Option Option

- 31,200 208,000 

Low rate assumes 15% of surface/ joints etc.  High rate full resurface. Dependent 

on business case if undertaken.  Do nothing (low) results in very short design life 

and FOD risk and depends on future usage of the hangar anticipated.  

Runway/ Taxiways

Runway 13/31 Minor patching Rec. - -

35,329 

- - Assume only patch areas of spalling etc. say 5% of runway area.

Runway 13/31 Minimum Recommended 

Intervention

Option Rec. Option -

459,277 

- Based on assumption area equivalent to approx. 20% of runway area to be 

resurfaced. 

Runway 13/ 31 Intervention to achieve 

10yr. design life. 

- Option Rec. - - 1,837,00 Based on assumption area equivalent to approx. 80% of runway area to be 

resurfaced. 

Taxiway Alpha and Bravo minor repairs Option Yes Yes

12,500 12,500 12,500 

For low case dependent on future use of commercial apron.

Taxiway Charlie Minimum Recommended 

Intervention

Option Rec. Rec. 

50,000 50,000 

Taxiway Charlie intervention to achieve 

10yr design life 

Option Option Yes

200,000 
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Cost Estimates. 

Table 18 - Other Operational Buildings

Other Buildings Refurbishment Unlicensed 

(GA)

Licensed 

GA

Licensed 

Commercial

Area Low Medium High

Vosper Hangar Option Rec. Rec. 

887 - - 30,200 

Assumes approximately 10% of area is office/ support space.  Could be a tenant or 

shred cost

GA Hangar Option Option Option 

1,900 - - 99,300 

Assumes approximately 10% of area is office/ support space.  Unlikely to be 

feasible to reinstate this hangar.  Could be a tenant cost/ or could heavily reduce 

scope of works. This would be at the discretion of the operator. 

Rescue and Firefighting Building Rec. Yes Yes 164

- - 19,500 

Other General Site Woks Unlicensed 

(GA)

Licensed 

GA

Licensed 

Commercial

Area Low Medium High

Perimeter clean up/ gates renewal Rec. Yes Yes

3,600 - - 21,600 

Allowance for drainage inspection/ clean etc. Yes Yes Yes 1

15,000 

Fuel Farm Excluded   Without proper site investigation it is not possible to estimate the scale of 

investment required to re-commission fuel storage tanks/ pump equipment or 

whether it is technically feasible to bring back into operation.  Alternative 

approaches could be considered, such as bowser storage, depending on expected 

volume usage. 

On-site car park clean up/ upgrade Option. Option.  Rec. 

2,400 8,300 15,300 

Approximate area measured from satellite imagery.  Low cost allows general tidy 

up and patching.  High cost resurface total area.

Off-site car park excluded from assessment Excluded from assessment as dependent on long-term us of the airport. 

Table 19 - Other General Site Works
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Cost Estimates. 

Table 20 - Airport vehicles & Equipment

Vehicles Unlicensed 

(GA)

Licensed 

GA

Licensed 

Commercial

Area Low Medium High

Airport Vehicles

General Airside Operations Vehicle Yes Yes Yes 1

- 10,000 

Assumes second hand all terrain vehicle

Airport Crash Tender Yes Yes Yes

- 32,000 

Assumed new all terrain vehicle (800 litre capacity) inc. equipment and media.  

Could be potential to lease. 

Airport Crash Tender No Option Yes 1

- 125,000 

Assumes second hand all terrain vehicle with (6000 litre capacity) inc. equipment 

and media.  Could be the potential to lease. 

De-icing vehicle Excluded from assessment.  

- - -

Could be potential to lease. 

Runway de-icer Excluded from assessment.  

- - -

Could be potential to lease. 

Grass Cutter Excluded from assessment.  

- - -

Should be tendered to third party - operating cost. 

FOD Boss Excluded from assessment.  

- - -

Alterative approach to FOD management may be more appropriate to FOD 

management. 
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Introduction and Basis for Analysis
Cost Estimates. 

Possible Range of Capital Investment Costs

Although the objective of this report is not to cost a particular option, for the purposes of reference we have provided an indicative cost range for re-commissioning

the airport under various conditions. For each scenario below it is assumed there is no development outside of the airport boundary, other key assumptions and

exclusions are included on page 33 above.

.

Figure 58 Indicative Costs  

• Costs for unlicensed operations provided only for reference – we do not believe it will be

possible to open as unlicensed an aerodrome.

• Generally the differences between GA Licenced low, medium and high ranges relates to:

• Low – assumes minimum intervention for pavement rehabilitation, approach lighting

and AGL is provided but no navigation aids (ILS etc.); crash tender can double as

general airside vehicle. Only office refurbishment is in control tower and VCR.

• Medium – as above, but assumes more substantial pavement rehabilitation and

includes navigation aids based on assumption existing can be re-used.

• High – as above, but assumes navigational aids need to be replaced with new.

• Generally the difference between licensed GA and Commercial is the need to provide

terminal facilities, more office space and more substantial pavement rehabilitation.

• Generally the difference between Commercial low and high relates to:

• Low – assumes minimum interventions for terminal and buildings, no standard 3 bag

screening, medium cost for pavement rehabilitation and re-use of existing

navigational aids. RFFS CAT5 minimum coverage.

• High – as above, but also assumes higher terminal and building refurbishment costs,

standard 3 (small machine) compliant bag screening, pavement rehabilitation costs

based on achieving 10+ years design life and new replacement for ILS/ DME/ NDB.

Clearly the allowances opposite are indicative and the actual costs will be dependent on the

ultimate use and assumptions adopted by a prospective operator. In addition, only visual

inspection has taken place; more intrusive inspection could identify the need for more

comprehensive rehabilitation works.

.

Please note estimates above do not include cost of land acquisition


